
MISSION POSSIBLE
When joining CupCycling

I PLEDGE TO:
 To charge my customers the recommended $5 for their cup, when they join CupCycling

 If possible, give my customers a small discount on their hot drink when they are CupCycling.

 Accept ANY regionally branded CupCycling Cup who are part of the nationwide network of cafes,
at my cafe; provided it has the CupCycling logo on it

 Where  possible,  choose  to  use  IdealCup’s  recommended  disposable  lids  when  CupCycling
(Ecoware compostable or Wood Pulp) as both these options are tested & less likely to leak; where
others may.

 Not  sell  CupCycling cups as a retail item and  only use them for CupCycling. If I want to sell
IdealCups as a retail item, I will contact IdealCup and we can discuss the options.

 To keep CupCycling Cups clean at all times. If there are any marks on the outside of the cups, I
will wipe these with an eco-friendly cream cleanser and wash them in the sterliser/dish washer.

 Accept back from anyone, damaged or unusable CupCycling Cups. I will collect these cups (and
lids  if  applicable)  until  I  have a suitable  amount for  collection,  then notify  IdealCup who will
arrange for their collection.

PLEASE NOTE:
This is so cups can be returned to our manufacturer, ground down and reprocessed into new black IdealCups and lids.
This is our commitment to Product Stewardship.

 Record the number of disposable cups I have saved from landfill, via the data collection system
and report these numbers each week to IdealCup; using the EMAIL or SMS system

PLEASE NOTE
This data submission is required when CupCycling has been subsidised by a local council or community group.  It is
desirable to receive the data regardless of subsidy; so we can accurately showcase cups diverted from landfill statistics.

 To pay IdealCup the monthly membership, by direct debit, when I join CupCycling and honour the
membership term I agreed to when I joined.

 If I require more cups and my regionally branded cups are not currently available, I’ll receive the
generic “Kiwi Cup” branded CupCycling Cups in their place.

 Notify IdealCup if I sell my business and provide IdealCup with the contact details for the new
owner(s)

 Notify any potential new business owner(s) of my financial commitment and pledge I have made
to CupCycling.
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